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Abstract: The DNS resolution was planned to be a simple
and fully distributed infrastructure. However, the current com-
plexity of operating DNS, allied with the diversity of attacks
involving DNS, demands expertise and a workforce often
unavailable in small ISPs, and universities. For them, DNS
operation is not a priority and is often perceived as a burden,
thus being either outsourced or poorly operated. This leads
us to the current scenario, where the adoption of DNS public
resolvers has been increasing [1], and ISPs’ misconfigurations
are a major cause for old problems as open resolvers [2].

While the community still diverges on whether central-
ization of public resolvers is a problem [3] [4], initiatives
such as CIRA Canadian Shield and DNS4EU build regional-
level infrastructures for DNS resolution to face concerns about
dependency, diversity, and centralization. On the other hand,
public resolvers have contributed to accelerating the adoption
of new DNS security standards, helping to make the Internet
safer [5]. The influence of governments in DNS operations
raises many concerns for ISPs and users, such as censorship,
surveillance, and regulations in the sector.

The contribution of this abstract is to discuss the risks of
DNS resolution and identify opportunities and challenges in
adopting a federation of anycast. We discuss how a federation
between access networks and DNS providers can help improve
DNS resolution, increase the adoption of standards, and lower
barriers for new players. While many legal, political, and
sustainability challenges remain to be solved to make this tech-
nical solution viable, the success of federated authentication
between Universities is a reality [6] [7].

We enumerate the following risks in DNS resolution: (R1)
Lack of diversity, fear of dependency, and centralization; (R2)
Cyber attacks involving DNS continue to rise; (R3) DNS is
an operational burden; (R4) Lack of middle ground between
ISPs and public resolvers - ISPs can not comply with court
orders demanding to block domains when using public DNS;

We identify opportunities where a federation can take
advantage of (O1) Keep DNS resolvers close to the user -
public resolvers state to answer DNS queries up to 50ms
for 95% of users [8], but ISPs target 5ms; (O2) Increase
adoption of best practices and DNS improvements - several
DNS attacks have already been addressed by best practices and
novelties, but ISPs are reactive in DNS issues; (O3) Replicate
multistakeholder infrastructure from root-server for resolvers.

For small access networks, public resolver is a positive
development. The challenge lies in finding ways to spread
other public resolver initiatives, which may not have the
same level of infrastructure or financial backing, to distribute
anycast copies of their servers globally and properly man-
age [9] [10]. For example, in regions such as Middle Africa,
where the Google public resolver accounts for 40% of all DNS
queries [11], this is particularity relevant.

The base of an anycast federation is a hosting-per-service-
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Fig. 1: Multiples resolver inside ISP through a federated host,
improving response time by reducing the distance to end-users.

barter. The purpose is to bring trust and organization between
small networks and specialized providers aiming for high-
quality services close to end users. An anycast federation has
two key partners: One provides the infrastructure (ISPs), and
another provides an application that needs to run close to
the end user (a public DNS resolver). A broker provides an
agreement between both. After, an anycast instance from the
resolver is automatically deployed in a federated host in the
ISP datacenter (Figure 1). The federation’s role is to accredit
parts, facilitate contractual terms and deliver the service.

The main challenges we identify in running an anycast
federation are: (C1) How to facilitate the entry of new players
for DNS resolvers; (C1) How to make attractive for hosting
institutions; (C3) How to make attractive for service providers;
(C4) Federation sustainability and governance.

A federation is only as strong as its ability to attract and
retain members. Small ISPs want to diminish DNS operational
costs (R3) but do not want a unique provider (R1). They
want to adopt novelties in DNS, but it is not a priority (R3,
O2). Some ISPs report high RTT using public resolvers (O1).
Enterprises look for features such as malware blocking (O6).
None are interested in learning DNS crypto details (R2). ISP
needs control of DNS filtering to comply with court orders
(R4). ISP, Universities, and enterprises want DNS logs for
thread intelligence and users troubleshooting (R4). Universities
are prone to provide VMs and transit if their DNS operations
improve (R3, O3). ISPs can provide transit for DNS providers
under certain conditions (O3). DNS resolvers must build one
or more customized versions of their software to run in
a federated environment (R1). DNS resolvers like the idea
of providing their service closer to users and growing their
networks, especially in better conditions than lead resolvers
(O1). NRENs have independent initiatives; they agree to share
the software and operation since they have access to service
metrics and can comply with local laws regarding privacy
(R1-3, O1-3). The use of a federated model can diminish
universities operational costs (R3), provide a better service
closer to end users (R1), and with some extra incentive to build
a global public resolvers for NRENs (O3). We are discussing
this model with ISP, NRENs, and DNS public resolvers.
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